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Second Wind 

John 20:19-31 
 
 Sometimes you need a good laugh. Marla has a friend who has a darker sense of 

humor, and she is always one of our best resources for a laugh. She sent us a one-panel 
comic that had the words above which said, “And now, news from Italy...” Then you see 

a picture of Da Vinci’s masterpiece painting that is located in Milan, Italy, “The Last 
Supper,” only Jesus and all the disciples are no longer in the picture; the upper room is 

empty. Apparently, social distancing applies to everyone 
 

 I have never thought about it this way, but the disciples did indeed know 

something about social distancing in their time. Just the week before, Peter and John 
had been to the tomb and found it empty, and John instantly understands that Jesus has 

arisen. But, so far, Mary Magdalene alone has witnessed the presence of the risen Lord. 
That evening, the now eleven disciples are huddled together in a room, with the doors 

barred shut, curtains drawn, lights dim. They are social distancing out of fear that the 
fate of Jesus might also be their own.  

 
•     They are filled with fear that, at any moment, any one or all of them might 

experience the same fate that so many citizens of their country have faced if they were 
not careful enough to guard against the threat.  

•     They have been through the trauma of the crucifixion of Jesus, and they have heard 
the amazing news from Peter and John that the tomb was empty, and from Mary that 

she has seen and talked to the risen Jesus.   
•     But they have not seen the risen Lord with their own eyes. Roman still rule and who 

has any idea about what to expect now or what they should be doing. 

 
 So what is next for us? So many of you said it in the video last Sunday, “He has 

arisen.” But now Easter Sunday is over, and life continues as it always does. The same 
problems are there. We turn on the news and see reports of the virus on almost every 

channel. The future in front of us is unknown and unpredictable. What are we supposed 
to do? We are not quite sure what comes next. We are very much like the disciples in 

their own social distancing that week after the news of the resurrection. 
 

 Of all the gospels, John alone allows us to visit the room where the disciples are 
scared out of their wits. And he tells us that Jesus did not leave them alone, just as He 

told them He would not leave them alone. Jesus appears through locked doors to the 
disciples. But Jesus does not give them much time to have a cardiac arrest at the sight 

of Him. He immediately puts them at ease with a single phrase, “Peace be to each of 
you.” Now, for the first time, their own eyes are opened, and they behold for themselves 

the risen Jesus standing before them. In a flash of a moment, their fear is turned to 

pure joy. They know that Mary Magdalene’s words were true.  
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 Then He says something worth listening closely to: “As the Father sent Me, so now 
I send you.” And He breathes on the disciples His breath. They take into their own lung 

a new breath of life that has come from the risen One. Their own bodies are now 
enlivened by the breath of God. 

 
 I remember well one time when I was playing football in 8th grade. You’ll be glad 

to know that my years on the football team were short, with nothing to celebrate except 
escaping in one piece. I was on the offensive team, and, for some reason, the coach 

gave me the position of the Center, the one who hikes the ball to the quarterback. On a 
play, the ball somehow managed to be fumbled at my feet. I remember picking the ball 

up as quickly as I could, just before the biggest player on the opposing team plowed his 
head right into my upper belly, sending me and the ball to the ground. I laid there, the 

wind completely knocked out of me, desperate to take in a breath and, yet, no matter 

how I tried, it would not come. Until finally, I felt my empty lungs coming alive again 
and took in the deepest breath. I can still remember the feeling of great relief. 

 
 Deflated disciples, scared, and social distancing for fear of their lives, receiving the 

breath of life from Jesus. Their deflated lungs fill up with a deep breath of the new life 
Jesus is giving them. They say that the greatest breath you ever take in your life is the 

first breath you take when you are born. But I think for these disciples, who have had 
the wind knocked out of them, it is this new breath of life that fills not only their lungs 

but their spirits that is the greatest breath of their lives. 
 

 Our reading draws upon an old essential image. In the beginning, God breathed 
the breath of life into every living thing. It is God who enlivens us, gives us the spirit to 

live. On this Earth Sunday, we remember that we all share in that original breath of life 
that only God can give. We hold this in common with the rest of life. We are ultimately 

in this world together. We either live in unity with each other, working for the good of 

creation, or we give up our breath together. 
 

 John wants us to remember the story from Genesis to remind us that God enlivens 
our bodies and our lives and enlivens all of life. Now Jesus, the son of God, enlivens us 

and brings us not only back to life, but gifted with His own spirit of love and compassion 
for all of life. The meaning of this scene is that each of us is given the new life of the 

risen Lord, who has overcome death and tells us that we do not have to live as deflated 
human beings scared and afraid, locked in isolation from the world, unable to live. His 

breath is the power to be fully alive as human beings. For He came to us to give us the 
power to be fully alive and in communion with God and each other.  He comes to give us 

divine CPR and to bring us back to life to each other.   
 

 We throw that term “Spirituality” around a lot. What it literally means is to have 
ourselves enlivened by taking in a breath of new life that comes from God. 

• To be a spiritual person is to be someone whose life is always being enlivened by 

those things of this world that bring us the fullness of life. It is to take the position 
of holding our hands out and being ready to receive what new life God is giving us. 

Spiritually alive people are attuned to the gifts God is always giving us.  
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• To be spiritually dead is to live our lives as if we must hold our breath all the time, 
to contain the breath we have for fear of losing what we have. It is to fail to see 

that our creator is always breathing life into the creation.  
• It is no accident that many faith traditions have us focus on our breathing when 

we meditate. Learning to breathe in life is learning to be spiritual. And to be 
Christian is learning to breathe in the same breath the same way of life Jesus 

lived.   
 

 My professor Dr. Craddock told many powerful stories. One he told was a personal 
one about his father. He says that when he was growing up, he and his family and his 

mother always attended church. But his father did not go to church. In fact, one phrase 
he remembers him saying is, “They don’t care for me! All they want is another name 

and another pledge. They don’t care for me!” 

   
 Every year they’d have a revival at the church, and Fred’s mother dreaded the 

likelihood that the pastor and the evangelist would pay a visit to their home to talk to 
her husband. She was afraid of what he might say, tempers flaring, and someone 

getting hurt. “There’s one now; sick him, get him,” he’d say. “They don’t care about me; 
all the want is another name and another pledge.” He must have said it a thousand 

times.   
 

One time he did not say it. He was in the veteran’s hospital, and he was down to 73 
pounds. They’d taken out his throat and said, “It’s too late.” They had radiated him and 

burned him up. Fred flew in to be with his dad. He could not speak, and he could not 
eat. Fred looked around the room, and all over the room, on the window sill, the tables, 

and the floor, his dad was surrounded by flowers and plants and cards. All of them were 
from the church.   

 

 Fred’s father picked up a Kleenex box and wrote on the side of it this line from 
Shakespeare. He wrote, “In this harsh world, draw your breath in pain to tell my story.” 

Fred said, “Daddy, what is your story?” And he wrote, “I was wrong.” 
 

 Two ways we can live in this world. We can hold in our breath in fear or we can 
breathe in freely the new life that God is always giving us.   

 
Amen. 


